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Superondutivity and superuidity of fermions require, within the BCS theory, mathing of the
Fermi energies of the two interating Fermion speies. Dierene in the number densities of the
two speies leads either to a normal state, to phase separation, or - potentially - to exoti forms of
superuidity suh as FFLO-state, Sarma state or breahed pair state. We onsider ultraold Fermi
gases with polarization, i.e. spin-density imbalane. We show that, due to the gases being trapped
and isolated from the environment in terms of partile exhange, exoti forms of superuidity appear
as a shell around the BCS-superuid ore of the gas and, for large density imbalane, in the ore
as well. We obtain these results by desribing the eet of the trapping potential by using the
Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations. For omparison to experiments, we alulate also the ondensate
fration, and show that, in the enter of the trap, a polarized superuid leads to a small dip in the
entral density dierene. We ompare the results to those given by loal density approximation
and nd qualitatively dierent behavior.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Ss, 03.75.Hh, 05.30.Jp
I. INTRODUCTION
There are several suggestions of non-BCS superuidity
for fermion systems with spin-population imbalane, i.e.
with the polarization P = (N↑−N↓)/(N↑+N↓) 6= 0 where
Nσ are the partile numbers of the (pseudo)spins. The
FFLO-state [1, 2℄, the Sarma state [3℄ and the breahed
pair (BP) state [4℄ all appear as extremal points of the
mean-eld energy of the system. Suh superuidity is
of interest e.g. in ondensed matter, high-energy and
nulear physis [5℄, but rm experimental evidene is
laking. With the reently realized superuids of alkali
Fermi gases, the rst studies of density-imbalaned gases
[6, 7, 8, 9℄ have shown that these systems oer unpree-
dented opportunities for investigating this question. The
FFLO-state is predited to appear in a narrow parame-
ter window in several systems [10, 11, 12, 13℄, and the
Sarma/BP state has been shown to be unstable under
many onditions [14, 15℄. The existene of these exoti
forms of superuidity is thus an intriguingly subtle ques-
tion and requires areful analysis, taking into aount
the spei features of the physial system. In this arti-
le, we demonstrate the important onsequenes of suh
features in ase of trapped ultraold alkali gases. First,
in ultraold gases, the physial system under study is
isolated from the environment in terms of partile ex-
hange. This ould be ontrasted to an eletroni system
where external voltage xes the hemial potential by
allowing partile exhange between the system of inter-
est and the environment. Seond, the gas is trapped by
an inhomogeneous potential (often of harmoni form).
The seond issue leads to phase separation of super-
uid and normal phases, as shown by a series of ex-
periments [6, 7, 8, 16, 17, 18℄ and theoretial studies
[13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27℄. The niteness and
harmoni onnement of the system leads, as we show in
this artile, to stabilization of exoti forms of superu-
idity in a shell surrounding a BCS-superuid ore, and
eventually in the ore itself.
Ultraold Fermi gases oer the possibility of realizing
the BCS-BEC rossover with the use of Feshbah reso-
nanes. At the resonane point, the system is a strongly
interating Fermi superuid, and on dierent sides away
from the resonane it is either a BEC of moleules or
a weakly interating Fermi gas realizing a BCS super-
uid. Condensation of moleules, fermion pairs, pairing
gap and the rossover behavior have been studied by a se-
ries of experiments and vorties onrming superuidity
have been reated, for a review see for instane [28℄. Re-
ently, seminal experiments studying density imbalaned
(nonzero polarization P ) Fermi gases were done [6, 7, 8℄.
The analysis presented in [6, 16, 17℄ ombined the study
of vortex patterns, density proles (in [17℄ 3D reon-
struted) and ondensate frations, and thereby showed
that, in the trapped system, a superuid ore (with equal
densities of the omponents ↑ and ↓) appears in the en-
ter of the trap and the exess atoms of the majority
omponent (↑) tend to be loated on the edges of the
trap. In the following, the BCS paired superuid (SF)
implies equal loal densities, whereas the polarized su-
peruid (PS) at zero temperature denotes exoti forms
of superuidity with non-zero loal density dierene of
the ↑ and ↓ omponents. In addition, the normal state
(N) shell surrounding the ondensate an either be par-
tially polarized or fully polarized depending on whether
the minor omponent is present or not.
In onnetion to the experiments [6, 7, 8℄, several au-
thors have analyzed the trapped, polarized Fermi gas us-
ing the loal density approximation (within mean-eld
theory) [13, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29℄. In these
works, the problem was solved at eah spatial point, ap-
plying a loal hemial potential, and the stability of the
solutions at that point was determined by their grand
potential energies. This leads, at zero temperature, to
the exlusion of Sarma/BP state whih is known to be a
maximum point of the grand potential for xed hemial
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Figure 1: (olor online) The gap ∆(r) and density dierene
δn = n↑(r)  n↓(r) proles for the LDA and BdG alulations.
potentials. This gives the following qualitative piture: a
superuid (SF) ore, with equal densities, appears at the
enter of the trap, and is surrounded by a normal state
(N) shell (only on the BEC side of the Feshbah resonane
a oexistene of moleular BEC and free atoms was seen,
as obviously expeted sine moleule formation does not
require mathing Fermi energies). This is, however, a
rather approximative desription of the system beause
LDA assumes a smooth variation of the density. Sine the
studies [13, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26℄ imply a step in the density
at the interfae of the SF ore and the N shell one an
question the validity of LDA at that boundary, as also re-
marked by many of the authors of [13, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26℄
and reent beyond-LDA studies [18, 32, 33℄.
The existene of a PS for trapped, strongly inter-
ating gases was indiated already in our earlier study
[21℄, where the treatment of the trapping potential by
Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations revealed osil-
lations of the order parameter in an area loated be-
tween the SF ore and the N shell. Suh osillations re-
semble the nonuniform order parameter assoiated with
the FFLO state, therefore we refer to these osillations
as "FFLO-type state". In this artile, we show that
the BdG analysis predits suh polarized superuid in
trapped Fermi gases not only as a shell eet but, for
large polarizations, as a feature that extends through the
whole system. We onrm that superuidity and nite
loal density dierene indeed o-exist in the enter of
the trap by alulating the ondensate fration, entral
gap and the ore polarization. In previous works using
BdG for trapped gases [11, 12, 21, 34℄ suh an anal-
ysis, onrming the existene of a polarized superuid
in the enter, was not performed. Moreover, the works
[11, 12, 34℄ onsidered the weak interation limit whereas
we have extended the BdG alulation to the unitarity
regime and atually onsider the whole rossover from
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Figure 2: (olor online) The density proles of the n↑(r) for
BdG (solid) and LDA (dashed), and n↓(r) for BdG (dot-
dashed) and LDA (dotted).
the BCS to BEC side. We analyze the dependene of
the osillations on the system size (partile number) and
disuss the onnetion to phenomena ourring in super-
ondutor - ferromagnet interfaes. For omparison, we
also perform alulations using LDA. The LDA analysis
predits a polarized superuid only at nite temperature,
not at zero temperature like the BdG alulation. There-
fore our results show that, in trapped Fermi gases, LDA
has to be applied with are; beyond LDA approahes are
not only needed for desribing the interfaes of the sys-
tem properly but, in some ases, features not predited
by LDA may beome dominant.
This artile is strutured as follows. In setion II. we
present a review of the Bogoliubov - de Gennes (BdG) ap-
proah for desribing pairing at the mean eld level. We
disuss the use of loal density approximation, and the
expansion in harmoni osillator states as speial ases of
this general sheme. In the rest of the paper, we use the
following terminology: BdG refers to the ase where har-
moni osillator state basis has been used, and LDA to
the use of loal density approximation. The results are
presented in setion II. The appearane of the FFLO-
type osillations is disussed in subsetion II.A and the
ase of large polarizations, when suh osillations span
the whole system, is disussed in setion II.B. We also
analyze the dependene of these features on the intera-
tion strength through the BCS-BEC rossover (setion
II.A.1.) and on the system size (atom number) (setion
II.A.2). The ondensate fration is alulated in setion
II.C. and the ontributions of dierent harmoni osil-
lator states to the pairing are disussed in setion II.D.
Conlusions and disussion are presented in setion III.
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Figure 3: (olor online) The gap and polarization proles at
slightly elevated temperature T/TF = 0.05 for the LDA alu-
lations and at low polarization. In ontrast to the zero tem-
perature ase the thermal exitation in the BCS ore starts
to show up as a tail of the density dierene into the ore.
II. BOGOLIUBOV - DE GENNES APPROACH
In order to properly aount for the inhomogeneity due
to the presene of the trap potential we will in the follow-
ing use the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations [35℄, whih
in a more general ontext are also known as the self-
onsistent Hartree-Fok-Bogoliubov equations. The im-
balaned two-omponent Fermi gas is desribed by the
grand anonial Hamiltonian
H =
∑
σ
∫
d3r Ψˆ†σ(r)
(
−~
2∇2
2m
− µσ + V (r)
)
Ψˆσ(r)
+
∫
d3rd3r′ Ψˆ†↑(r)Ψˆ
†
↓(r)U(r − r′)Ψˆ↓(r)Ψˆ↑(r), (1)
where Ψˆσ(r), Ψˆ
†
σ(r) are the real spae annihilation and
reation operators for an atom with spin σ at position
r, µσ is the hemial potential for the omponents σ,
V (r) = 12mω
2r2 is the external (isotropi and harmoni)
trapping potential, and U(r) = Uδ(r) is the interatomi
atom-atom ontat interation potential. We apply the
ontat potential interation and the mean-eld approx-
imation
UΨˆ†↑(r)Ψˆ
†
↓(r)Ψˆ↓(r)Ψˆ↑(r) ≈ −
|∆(r)|2
U
− Un↑(r)n↓(r)
+Un↑(r)Ψˆ
†
↓(r)Ψˆ↓(r) + Un↓(r)Ψˆ
†
↑(r)Ψˆ↑(r)
+∆(r)Ψˆ†↑(r)Ψˆ
†
↓(r) + ∆
∗(r)Ψˆ↓(r)Ψˆ↑(r), (2)
where ∆(r) = 〈Ψˆ↓(r)Ψˆ↑(r)〉 and nσ(r) = 〈Ψˆ†σ(r)Ψˆσ(r)〉.
The rst two terms are simply numbers, so they are ne-
gleted. This gives the following mean-eld Hamiltonian
HMF =
∑
σ
∫
d3r Ψˆ†σ(r)
(
−~
2∇2
2m
− µσ + V (r)
)
Ψˆσ(r)
+
∑
σ
∫
d3r Unσ(r)Ψˆ
†
σ¯(r)Ψˆσ¯(r)
+
∫
d3r
(
∆(r)Ψˆ†↑(r)Ψˆ
†
↓(r) + H.c.
)
, (3)
with σ¯ being the other omponent of σ. The seond line
is the mean-eld Hartree orretions whih represents
an asymmetri shift to the hemial potential µσ of the
gas of σ atoms whih is proportional to the density of
the other omponent nσ¯. In the Bogoliubov-de Gennes
approah one expands the eld operators on an appro-
priate basis set, ditated by the symmetries of the non-
interating part of the Hamiltonian and usually hara-
terized by a set {η} of good quantum numbers, in order
to diagonalize the Hamiltonian as in the uniform ase.
In the balaned non-uniform ase and in the absene of
superow the generalized BCS pairing is in general be-
tween atoms in time-reversed states. The problem an
now be solved by introduing the generalized anonial
Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation to the new fermioni
operators αη, α
†
η whih amounts to the expansion
Ψˆσ(r) =
∑
η
uη(r)αˆησ − sσv∗η(r)αˆ†η¯σ¯,
where the overhead bar designates the quantum numbers
of the time-reversed state for η and the other hyperne
spin state for σ, and with s↑ = 1, s↓ = −1. We note
that in the analogous ase of eletroni pairing in super-
ondutors σ¯ denote the time-reversed spin part of the
wavefuntion. From the requirement that the new oper-
ators αη, α
†
η diagonalize the Hamiltonian (3) one derives
the matrix Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation [35℄
(Hˆ0τˆ3 − ∆ˆτˆ1)ϕη = Eηϕη(r), (4)
for the spinor ϕ(r) ≡ (uη(r), vη(r)), where η denotes
a set of appropriate quantum numbers and uη, vη are
therefore to be regarded as subspinors, Hˆ0 is the non-
interating diagonal part of the Hamiltonian, potentially
inluding a trapping potential and Hartree shifts to the
hemial potentials, ∆ˆ is the pairing eld part of the
Hamiltonian, Eη is the eigenenergy. The produts with
the Pauli matries τˆi on the left hand side of Eq. (4) are
to be understood as a diret produts. The selfonsistent
aspet of the method is due to the fat that the hemial
potentials, mean-eld Hartree and pairing elds are to be
selfonsistently determined through the gap and number
equations. The details of the BdG alulation for the
harmoni trap eigenstates are presented in Setion II B.
Next we turn to the disussion of the loal density ap-
proximation.
4A. Loal density approximation
We rst onsider the loal density approximation
whih is assumed to be valid for suiently large on-
densates. The starting point for the LDA alulation is
to solve the problem in the uniform ase. The transla-
tional invariane of a uniform superuid implies that the
plane wave states Ψˆ(r) = V−1/2∑
k
eik·rak an be used
to diagonalize the Hamiltonian. The main assumption of
the LDA is that the system is loally homogeneous and
therefore we initially onsider the Hamiltonian H in (5)
for a uniform system (i.e. V (r) = 0) with ontat inter-
ations, whih in the momentum representation reads
H =
∑
k,σ
εka
†
kσakσ +
U
V
∑
k,k′
a†
k↑a
†
k↓a−k′↓ak′↑, (5)
where a†
kσ, akσ are the reation and annihilation oper-
ators for free atoms with momentum ~k, and the ki-
neti energy εk = ~
2k2/(2m). The hemial potentials
µσ are introdued as Lagrange multipliers for the par-
tile numbers Nσ. We dene the average hemial po-
tential µ = (µ↑ + µ↓)/2 and the imbalane potential
δµ = (µ↑ − µ↓)/2, suh that µσ = µ + sσδµ, with sσ
dened as above. Within the mean eld approxima-
tion the Hamiltonian an be diagonalized by the stan-
dard Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation. In the uniform
ase the order parameter is the usual ∆ = 〈ak↑a−k↓〉
whih satises the gap equation. Within the semilas-
sial approximation the gap ∆(r) is assumed to depend
weakly on the radial position r = |r| and, as is om-
monly done, we introdue the loal hemial potential
µσ → µσ(r) = µσ − V (r), where V (r) is the trapping
potential. The quasi-partile dispersions depend on the
gap and therefore on the radial position through the loal
hemial potentials and the gap prole. In the most gen-
eral ase the quasi-partile dispersion relation beomes
Ekσ(r) =
1
2
(ξkσ(r) − ξkσ¯(r)) + Ek(r),
where Ek(r) = [ξk(r) + ∆
2(r)]1/2, with ξk(r) =
(ξkσ(r) + ξkσ¯(r)) /2, and ξkσ(r) = ~
2k2/(2m)−µσ(r). As
we will assume pairing between atoms with equal mass we
get Ekσ = −sσδµ+Ek, and therefore 2Ek = Ekσ+Ekσ¯,
and ξk = εk − µ(r) with µ, δµ dened above. Within
LDA, both the gap and the loal hemial potentials
depend on the radial position and therefore the system
may in general be loally polarized. We dene an aver-
aged Fermi energy sale EF from the total atom num-
ber N = [EF/(~ω)]
3/3, for a balaned non-interating
Fermi gas in a harmoni trap potential V (r) = mω2r2/2,
where ω is the trap frequeny. The harateristi sale
of the size of the loud is the Thomas-Fermi radius is
RTF = [2EF/(mω
2)]1/2. Within LDA the loal gap equa-
tion at position f reads
1 =
U∗
V
∑
k
[
1
2εk
− 1− nF(Ek↑(r)) − nF(Ek↓(r))
2Ek(r)
]
,
(6)
with U∗ = 4pi~
2as/m being the usual regularized ee-
tive interation strength whih replaes the bare intera-
tion U, and as is the s-wave sattering length, and where
we have regularized the ultraviolet divergene appearing
momentum integrals arising from unphysial properties
of the ontat interation [36℄. The gap equation is an
impliit equation for the gap prole ∆(r) [37℄ whih for
an isotropi trap is only a funtion of the radial position
r = |r|. The number equation and the density proles
are determined from the thermodynami relation
Nσ = − ∂Ω
∂µσ
=
∫
d3r nσ(r),
where the radial distribution for the σ omponent is
nσ(r) =
1
V
∑
k
[
u2
k
nF(Ekσ(r)) + v
2
k
nF(−Ekσ¯(r))
]
,
with σ¯ denotes the other omponent of σ. The polariza-
tion P is
P =
N↑ −N↓
N↑ +N↓
=
1
N
∫
d3r δn(r), (7)
where δn(r) = n↑(r) − n↓(r). The equations for the po-
larization P and for the minority omponent N↓/N =
(1 − P )/2 are numerially solved by iteration together
with the gap prole as follows. We rst make an ini-
tial guess for the values of the hemial potentials µ and
δµ at xed oupling kFas. The r dependent gap ∆(r),
minor density n↓(r) and polarization density δn(r) are
then disretized on a radial grid of suient resolution.
From the initial values of µ and δµ and at xed ou-
pling the gap prole ∆(r) is alulated by solving the
gap equation (6) as a root problem. The gap prole is
then subsequently used to alulate the densities n↓(r)
and δn(r) as funtions of µ and δµ. The minor number
and and polarization equations are then solved as a mul-
tidimensional root problem for the average hemial po-
tential µ and the bare depairing width δµ. The system of
equations are iterated until the gap prole and the hem-
ial potentials are suiently onverged and then nally
n↑(r) = δn(r) + n↓(r). The present method applied here
is well suited for onsidering eets of the Hartree terms,
but we have not inluded those in the results presented
here.
B. Harmoni trap eigenstates
The Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) approah allows
treating the eet of the harmoni trapping potential ex-
atly. The approah has been used for polarized Fermi
gases [11, 12, 21, 34℄ beause it avoids some of the prob-
lems of a loal density approximation approah. We have
used it in our previous work [21℄ and give in this setion
a detailed desription of the alulations on whih the
results in [21℄ and in this artile are based. One partiu-
larly important advantage of this approah is the proper
5desription of interfae eets in a phase separated gas,
following from the nonloal nature of the solution and the
wavefuntions. Eventually, in the limit of a large num-
ber of atoms, the LDA and BdG solutions are expeted
to beome the same.
The BdG approah used here is a generalization, to
the imbalaned densities ase, of the alulation outlined
in Ref. [38℄ whih was for an unpolarized Fermi gas.
For the imbalaned ase the generalization amounts to
introduing dierent hemial potentials µ↓ and µ↑ for
the two speies of fermioni atoms. We now expand the
wavefuntions Ψˆσ(r) in the basis of the 3D harmoni
osillator eigenstates
Ψˆσ(r) =
∑
nlm
Rnl(r)Ylm(rˆ)aˆnlmσ, (8)
where the quantum numbers {η} ≡ {n, l,m} are the ra-
dial quantum number n ounting the nodes in the radial
funtion, l is the orbital angular momentum and m is
the projeted angular momentum onto the axis of quan-
tization. Here Ylm(rˆ) are the spherial harmonis with
rˆ = (θ, ϕ) and the radial part of the wavefuntion is
Rnl(r) =
√
2 (mω)
3/4
√
n!
(n+ l + 1/2)!
e−r¯
2/2r¯lLl+1/2n
(
r¯l
)
,
(9)
where r¯ = r/aosc with the harmoni osillator length
being aosc = [~/(mω)]
1/2, and L
l+1/2
n (r¯2) is an asso-
iated Laguerre polynomial. The harateristi sale
of the loud is given by the Thomas-Fermi radius
R2TF = 2EF/(mω
2) and therefore RTF = (24N)
1/6aosc.
The spherial symmetry allows doing the angular inte-
grations, and getting rid of the m-quantum numbers,
thereby making the l-states (2l+1)-fold degenerate. The
expansion yields the following Hamiltonian
HMF =
∑
n,l,σ
(2l+ 1) (εnl − µσ) a†nlσanlσ
+ U
∑
n,n′,l,σ
J lnn′σ¯a
†
nlσan′lσ
+
∑
n,n′,l
F lnn′a
†
nl↑a
†
n′l↓ +H.c. (10)
Here the single partile energies are εnl =
~ω (2n+ l + 3/2), and the Hartree interation is
desribed by the elements
J lnn′σ =
∫ ∞
0
dr r2Rnl(r)nσ(r)Rn′l(r),
and the pairing eld is desribed by
F lnn′ =
∫ ∞
0
dr r2Rnl(r)∆(r)Rn′ l(r).
We note that the σ dependene of the Hartree term is
due to the population imbalane whih implies that the
orretions are dierent for the two omponents. The
density of σ atoms is
nσ(r) =
∑
n,n′,l
2l+ 1
4pi
Rnl(r)Rn′l(r)〈a†nlσan′lσ〉, (11)
and the order parameter is
∆(r) = U˜(r)
∑
n,n′,l
2l+ 1
4pi
Rnl(r)Rn′l(r)〈a†nl↑a†n′l↓〉. (12)
The additional fator (2l+1) omes from the degeneray
of the l-states, obtained by the summation over the m
states. The renormalized interation strength U˜(r) will
be desribed later.
Trunating the Hilbert spae by keeping only the states
with single-partile energies εnl ≤ Ec allows writing the
Hamiltonian in a matrix form that an be diagonalized.
Notiing that the Hamiltonian ommutes for dierent
(l)-quantum numbers makes it possible to diagonalize
eah (l)-matrix separately, simplifying the problem sig-
niantly. For a given (l)-quantum numbers the Hamil-
tonian reads
H
(l)
MF =


a†0l↑
. . .
a†Nll↑
a0l↓
. . .
aNll↓


T
M l


a0l↑
. . .
aNll↑
a†0l↓
. . .
a†Nll↓


, (13)
where Nl = [E/(~ω) − l − 3/2]/2 is the l-spei uto
(yielding the orret energy uto) and M l is a 2(Nl +
1)×2(Nl+1)-dimensional orthogonal matrix. Notie that
the ↓ states have been turned into holes by swithing the
order of a†↓ and a↓ operators as suggested by the ordinary
Bogoliubov transformation. The matrix M l is now
6M l =


ε0l − µ↑ + UJ l00↓ . . . UJ l0Nl↓ F l00 . . . F l0N l
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UJ lNl0↓ . . . εNll − µ↑ + UJ lNlNl↓ F lNl0 . . . F lNlNl
F l00 . . . F
l
Nl0
−ε0l + µ↓ − UJ l00↑ . . . −UJ lNl0↑
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
F l0Nl . . . F
l
NlNl
−UJ l0Nl↑ . . . −εNll + µ↓ − UJ lNlNl↑


. (14)
Diagonalizing this Hamiltonian orresponds to the Bo-
goliubov transformation, whih yields the eigenener-
gies Ejl and the orresponding quasipartile eigenstates
(2(Nl + 1)-dimensional vetors) W
l
jn. The indies j, n
both run from 0 to 2N l + 1. In the basis of these quasi-
partile states, the Hamiltonian is
H
(l)
MF =
2Nl+1∑
j=0
Ejlα
†
jlαjl. (15)
In this basis, the density of atoms in ↑ state is
n↑(r) =
∑
l
2l+ 1
4pi
∑
j
2Nl+1∑
n,n′=0
Rnl(r)Rn′l(r)
× W ljnW ljn′nF(Ejl), (16)
where the Fermi distribution nF(E) = 1/(1 + e
E/kBT ).
Likewise, the density of atoms in ↓ state is
n↓(r) =
∑
l
2l+ 1
4pi
∑
j
2Nl+1∑
n,n′=0
Rnl(r)Rn′l(r)
×W lj,n+Nl+1W lj,n′+Nl+1nF(−Ejl),
(17)
where the sign in the Fermi funtion is hanged beause
of the ↓ omponent (the last Nl + 1 omponents) of the
eigenstates orrespond to holes as ompared to the par-
tiles in the ↑ omponents (the rst Nl+1 omponents).
The order parameter is given by
∆(r) =
∑
l
2l + 1
4pi
∑
j
2N l+1∑
n,n′=0
Rnl(r)Rn′l(r)
× W ljnW lj,n′+Nl+1 (1 + 2nF(Ejl)) . (18)
The total number of atoms in the two omponents an
be obtained by integrating over the densities. However,
numerially it is faster to alulate them diretly from
the eigenstates using the equations
N↑ =
∑
l
(2l+ 1)
∑
j
2Nl+1∑
n=0
W ljnW
l
jnnF(Ejl) (19)
and
N↓ =
∑
l
(2l+1)
∑
j
2Nl+1∑
n=0
W lj,n+Nl+1W
l
j,n+Nl+1nF(−Ejl).
(20)
The gap and the number equations (18,19,20) are solved
iteratively. We have made alulations where the Hartree
elds are inluded and ompared them to the ase where
Hartree elds are negleted by setting J lnn′σ = 0 for all
n, n′, l . Note that lose to the Feshbah resonane, the
Hartree elds beome formally innite. In this extreme
limit, we have limited the Hartree interation strength U
to
∣∣∣(kFas)−1∣∣∣ ≤ β, where β ≈ 0.5. When omparing the
results with and without Hartree elds, there is no dier-
ene in the qualitative features suh as the order param-
eter osillations and over-all shape of the gap and density
proles, the Hartree elds ause only minor orretions to
gap and density proles (eetively ompressing the gas
slightly). Numerially, negleting the Hartree elds gives
a tremendous speedup in the numerial solution beause
it deouples the density and gap proles. In the results
presented in this artile, the Hartree elds are negleted.
We have made the alulations at zero temperature and
present here only results at T = 0. We have heked that
the BdG results do not hange by using a nite but very
small temperature T = 0.001 TF.
As the density and gap proles are deoupled, it is
straightforward to solve the gap equation for given hem-
ial potentials. However, sine we want to keep the num-
ber of atoms xed, the total proedure will require opti-
mizing also the hemial potentials, so that the number
equations are satised. The subsequent iteration proe-
dure an be performed in several dierent ways. We have
found that a very eient proedure is to solve the hem-
ial potentials (by solving the number equations (19,20))
for eah trial gap prole ∆(r). The trial gap prole ∆(r)
is then used for solving the new trial gap prole ∆′(r) us-
ing the gap equation (18) with the new obtained hem-
ial potential. The hemial potentials therefore keep
hanging between the iteration steps of the gap prole.
On the other hand, the numbers of atoms stay xed in
the iteration proess. The initial guesses for the proles
needed for the iteration proedure are obtained by using
the hemial potentials and the gap prole obtained for
a slightly lower polarization and, eventually, by the solu-
tion obtained for unpolarized gas. Solution of the proles
for a given polarization P requires therefore solving the
proles for all lower polarizations. The validity of the -
nal solution ∆(r), µ↑, µ↓ has been heked for several val-
ues of polarization and interation strength by perturb-
ing the nal solution and using the perturbed proles
∆′(r), µ↑, µ↓ as initial guesses for the proles. Usually
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Figure 4: (olor online) Gap and density proles on the BCS
side of the resonane (kFas)
−1 = −0.5 for P = 0.50.
the disturbed proles have onverged either into the nal
proles ∆(r) or into the normal state ∆(r) ≡ 0. Only in
the regime where our alulations predit the superuid
ore polarization have our solutions sometimes strayed
into a superuid solution with unpolarized ore. In suh
ases, the nal solution has been piked by hoosing the
solution with the lower total energy, given by
E =
2Nl+1∑
l
(2l + 1)

∑
n
(εnl − µ↓) +
∑
j
EjlnF(Ejl)


− 1
U˜(r)
∫
dr r2|∆(r)|2,
(21)
where the rst (onstant) term omes from swithing
to use the hole states in the ↓ omponent (and this is
ountered by having half of the eigenenergies Ejl neg-
ative). The last term follows from the mean-eld term
〈Ψˆ†↑(r)Ψˆ†↓(r)〉〈Ψˆ↓(r)Ψˆ↑(r)〉 whih was dropped from the
mean-eld Hamiltonian beause it is a number, not op-
erator.
The summation in the gap equation (18) is divergent
without the energy uto Ec. This is a well known phe-
nomenon, following from the inapability of the ontat
interation potential to desribe properly high energy
behavior. Several dierent regularization shemes have
been proposed [39, 40, 41℄, and here we apply the one
suggested in Ref. [41℄. This implies the following form
for the renormalized oupling
1
U˜(r)
=
1
U
+
1
2pi2
(
k0F(r)
2
ln
(
kc(r) + k
0
F(0)
kc(r) − k0F(0)
)
− kc(r)
)
,
where the momentum uto kc(r) = (2Nc + 3 − r2)1/2
and the loal Fermi momentum k0F(r) = (µ↑+µ↓−r2)1/2
for the imbalaned ase ompared to Eq. (14) and Eq.
(18) of Ref. [41℄, respetively. On the BCS side of the
resonane for (kFas)
−1
< 0 we have used as the uto
Ec = 200 ~ω and on the BEC side for (kFas)
−1
> 0 the
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Figure 5: (olor online) Typial proles at resonane
(kFas)
−1 = 0.0 for P = 0.9.
uto Ec = 240 ~ω was used. We have tested the re-
maining uto dependene by using the uto 300 ~ω.
Depending on the number of atoms, the uto depen-
dene in the gap proles was at most 2%.
III. RESULTS
The results show two features that we will disuss in
detail below: 1) For small and intermediate polarizations,
FFLO-type osillations in the superuid-normal interfae
at the edge of the trap, 2) for large polarization, a polar-
ized superuid that extends through the whole trapped
gas. We study the behavior of these features, espeially
1), throughout the BCS-BEC rossover and when the sys-
tem size, i.e. the atom number, is varied. We also alu-
late the ondensate fration to make a onnetion to ex-
periments. Finally, we analyze whih harmoni osillator
states are involved in pairing for dierent polarizations
and disuss the onnetion and dierenes to FFLO-state
in a homogeneous spae.
A. FFLO-type osillations
Typial density and gap proles at T = 0, for small
polarization, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, both for LDA
and BdG. Comparison of the proles gives the follow-
ing general piture: BdG predits a) SF (equal densities)
ore, b) PS (FFLO-like osillations) shell, ) normal state
shell of the majority omponent N↑. LDA predits a) SF
(equal densities) ore, b) normal state shell; the absene
of the PS shell in LDA is reeted in the disontinuity of
the density and gap proles at the SF-N phase boundary.
At nite temperatures, also LDA shows a polarized shell
and the boundary beomes ontinuous, only showing a
kink (Fig. 3). As shown by Figs. 1-3, for small polariza-
tion the PS given by BdG alulations is a narrow shell
and an be understood as a boundary eet. However,
in the following we show that, for large polarization, the
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Figure 6: (olor online) Gap and density proles on the BEC
side of the resonane (kFas)
−1 = 0.5 for P=0.95.
FFLO-features extend to the enter of the trap as well.
A seen from Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 the general results from
LDA and BdG alulation agree fairly well and the over-
all agreement for the gap and density proles beomes
better for inreasing partile number. The inapability
of LDA to orretly desribe the short sale behavior (ex-
pliitly exluded by LDA) leads to the unphysial ap-
pearane of a disontinous order parameter solution and
an be viewed as a breakdown of LDA near the interfae
muh in the same way as LDA generally breaks near the
edge of a balaned ondensate. The breakdown of LDA is
however more pronouned in the imbalaned ase due to
presene of the normal shell surrounding the ondensate
whih leads to separation of the size of the ondensate
and the size of the loud.
1. Dependene on the interation strength  BCS-BEC
rossover
We present here results for three dierent ases: (1)
BCS side of the rossover, (kFas)
−1 = −0.50, (2) unitar-
ity, that is, (kFas)
−1 = 0, (3) BEC side (kFas)
−1 = 0.50.
We fous on the behavior at strong interations sine
the ases (1)-(3) an all be onsidered to be at the uni-
tarity regime (if it is dened |(kFas)−1| < 1 ) although
representing dierent sides of the rossover. We do not
onsider the extreme BCS limit of weak interations be-
ause the features and trends observed in the unitarity
limit are also expeted to appear at weaker oupling.
For attrative interations, (kFa)
−1 < 0, the typial
density and order parameter proles looks as shown in
Fig. 4 for polarization P = 0.50. In agreement with ear-
lier studies using the same approah [11, 12, 21, 34℄, the
solution reveals an unpolarized BCS-type region at the
enter of the trap and a polarized shell with osillating
order parameter. The osillations rapidly dampen when
the density of the minority omponent drops.
We have studied the presene of the osillations around
the unitarity region, and notied that the ritial polar-
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Figure 7: (olor online) Gap proles at (kFas)
−1 = −0.5 for
several values N = 9000, 18000, 100000 of the total number
of partiles at a high and xed polarization P = 0.74. For
inreasing partile number the transition from an almost on-
stant value of the gap in the BCS ore to the osillating gap
at the edge beomes sharper. For inreasing partile number
the gap FFLO-like osillations at the edge the loud display
shorter wavelength and a slight inrease in amplitude.
ization for the appearane of the order parameter osilla-
tions inreases with stronger interations. At unitarity
((kFa)
−1 = 0.0), the order parameter osillations did
not appear until polarization P = 0.70, ompared to
P = 0.10 at (kFa)
−1 = −0.50. The disappearane of
the osillations follows from the enhaned stability of the
BCS-type pairing at stronger interations, making the
inreased distortion of the minority omponent density
prole favorable over the redued order parameter due
to the polarization. The result at unitarity is shown in
Fig. 5.
On the BEC side, the osillations do not appear. We
have made alulations for several parameters on the
BEC side of the resonane and have not found any FFLO-
type osillations in the order parameter on the BEC side.
This is onsistent with the observation disussed above
that the ritial polarization for the emergene of the
nodes in the order parameter inreases with inreasing
interation strength. The same qualitative results on the
BCS-BEC rossover were reently obtained in [42℄ using
a hybrid BdG-LDA sheme in a ylindrially symmetri
geometry. Typial density and gap proles on the BEC
side are shown in Fig. 6.
2. Dependene on the system size - atom number N
We have studied the dependene of the results on the
number of atoms by performing the BdG alulations for
the total atom numbers 9000, 10000, 18000, 20000 and
100000. Note that this means substantial inrease in the
system size ompared to our earlier work [21℄ where the
atom number 10000 was used.
The order parameter osillations for dierent numbers
of atoms are shown in Fig. 7. In Fermi units (i.e. in the
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Figure 8: (olor online) Exponential ts for the envelopes of
the order parameter osillations for 9000 and 100000 atoms.
loud sale RTF), the wavelength of the osillations be-
omes shorter with the inreased atom number but, on
the other hand, more nodes appear. The saling of all
these fators is ompliated, but insight an be obtained
by tting an exponential funtion ∼ e−x/ξ to the enve-
lope of the order parameter osillations as shown in Fig.
8. The exponential deay gives a very good desription
for the damping of the osillations with inreasing dis-
tane from the trap enter r. The penetration depths ξ
obtained from the tting indeed slowly derease in Fermi
units when the atom number N is inreased, the saling
being roughly N1/6. Sine RTF ∝ N1/6, one may an-
tiipate that the derease of the penetration depth only
ours in relative sale, not absolute. Indeed, in a miro-
sopi length sale (harmoni osillator units aosc) the
penetration depth remains onstant, being 0.54 aosc for
100000 atoms and 0.56 aosc for 9000 atoms. These obser-
vations onrm that the order parameter osillations are
not a nite size eet but rather an interfae eet for the
superuid-normal interfae. From the shape of the order
parameter prole it an be seen that that the interfae
formed beomes sharper for inreasing partile number
and we therefore suggest that the interfae forming at
the edge is an analog of the proximity eets appearing
in superuid-normal and superuid-ferromagneti jun-
tions. In the latter ase it has been shown that the inter-
play between BCS superondutivity and ferromagneti
order (in our ase the polarization δn) gives rise to an os-
illating order parameter whih deays anomalously slow
(over several osillations) on the ferromagnet side and
with a harateristi length sale that is independent of
the properties of the superondutor [43, 44, 45℄. An
interesting question is the dependene of the penetra-
tion depth on the interation strength and polarization.
However, we have not been able to pursue this question
in more detail here and leave it for future work.
In this ontext, we believe a few remarks on the work
[46℄ are in order. It is argued in [46℄, based on a hybrid
BdG-LDA sheme (no analysis of the penetration depths
as presented above was done in [46℄), that the osillations
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Figure 9: Density and order parameter proles at P = 0.762
and (kFas)
−1 = −0.50 for N = 9000 show the superuid with
ore polarization, together with a small dip in the density
dierene at the enter of the trap.
of the order parameter vanish for suiently large par-
tile number and are thus interpreted as a nite size ef-
fet. It is argued that as the uto energy Ec introdued
to separate the BdG and the LDA sales in the hybrid
sheme goes to zero, LDA should be reovered. This is of
ourse self-evident due to the onstrution of the hybrid
algorithm but reduing the uto energy without on-
ern may lead to missing some features of the system.
The fat that a sharp interfae with inreasingly miro-
sopi features (osillations with short period on the sale
of the loud size) builds up for inreasing number of par-
tiles requires Ec to be inreased signiantly in order to
resolve the short length sale features. Consistent with
our results, Fig. 4 in [46℄ shows that the order parame-
ter osillates with a shorter period, and at the same time
the amplitude of the order parameter slowly inreases,
for inreasing partile number. The reent results for a
hybrid BdG-LDA sheme [42℄ and the saling analysis
therein agree well with the results given by our full BdG
alulations.
B. Polarized superuid for large imbalanes
When the polarization P exeeds some (large) ritial
value, the FFLO-type osillations disussed above reah
the enter of the trap. At this point the gas beomes
polarized also at the enter of the trap and the order
parameter drops to roughly half of its unpolarized BCS
value. This realizes a superuid with nite polarization
throughout the system. Fig. 9 shows the density and
order parameter proles for P = 0.762. For suh a ore
polarized system, the onept of an interfae eet is in-
triguing as there is no BCS-type superuid ore present.
The density dierene for suh a polarized superuid
shows an interesting feature: a small dip in the enter of
the trap (i.e. the density dierene is smaller than in the
surrounding area, but still non-zero). At zero tempera-
10
ture, this feature only appears in our BdG alulations
whereas LDA, whih fails to predit a polarized super-
uid at T = 0, does not lead to suh a dip in the density
dierene. In ontrast, LDA alulations at nite tem-
perature produe suh a feature in onnetion with the
nite temperature BP phase. Reent Monte Carlo stud-
ies of the trapped Fermi gas have shown that, for the
strongly interating normal state, the density dierene
inreases monotonously towards the enter of the trap
[47℄. Therefore one may argue that the dip is assoiated
with a polarized superuid: at T = 0 it is FFLO-type, at
temperatures that are nite but learly below the ritial
temperature it is either FFLO or BP. At higher tempera-
tures, pseudogap eets may ontribute to suh features
as well [26℄. Suh a dip an be seen in the experimental
results of [17℄.
The interation strength dependene of suh a polar-
ized superuid with osillating order parameter is similar
to what was already disussed above. Sine there are no
order parameter osillations on the BEC side, we have
also not seen any ore polarized superuid either. Of
ourse, there does exist a dierent kind of ore polariza-
tion on the BEC side: oexistene of a moleular onden-
sate and free exess fermions, but that is not assoiated
with osillating order parameter.
The parameter window for the polarized superuid
shrinks with inreasing atom number N . For 9000 atoms
the window is 0.746 < P < 0.784, whereas for 18000
atoms it is 0.746 < P < 0.774. Sine the onvergene
of the alulations near this ritial window is slow, we
have not been able to determine the orresponding win-
dow for 100000 and have not systematially analyzed how
the window sales with partile number. For the order
parameter osillations, we have shown in setion III.A.2.
that their absolute length sale stays unhanged for large
partile numbers. Based on the present data, we annot
onlude with similar ondene whether the parameter
window for the existene of the ore polarized superuid
beomes negligible or not for large ondensates. How-
ever, we would like to emphasize that the ore polarized
superuid is not due to a trivial nite size eet, i.e. not
originating from having disrete osillator states in the
system desription. As seen in Refs. [34, 41℄, suh -
nite size eets manifest as a narrow dip in the density
and order parameter proles at the enter of the trap.
However, these eets vanish when the number of atoms
inreases or when the interation strength is inreased.
Beause of the stronger interations, we do not see these
nite size eets even at 9000 atoms. Note that suh a
dip originating from nite size eets is ompletely dier-
ent from the dip in the density dierene disussed above
as a signature of the ore polarized superuid.
C. Condensate fration
To make onnetion to experiments [17℄ where onden-
sate frations are measured, we alulate here the on-
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Figure 10: The ondensate fration, density dierene, and
the order parameter as a funtion of polarization P obtained
for 9000 atoms. The interation strength is (kFa)
−1 = −0.50.
densate fration for an imbalaned gas. In the ase of a
balaned Fermi gas the ondensate fration is dened in
[48, 49℄ and an be viewed as a measure of the number
of ondensed pairs whih in the extreme BEC limit and
at zero temperature is just N/2 ≡ Nσ. For the imbal-
aned gas, the orresponding number of moleules in the
asymptoti BEC limit is the number of minority atoms
N↓. It is therefore natural to onsider the following nor-
malized ondensate fration
N0/N↓ =
1
N↓
∫
d3r1d
3r2 |〈Ψ↑(r1)Ψ↓(r2)〉|2 , (22)
for the ondensate fration in the ase of N↓ < N↑. Figs.
10 and 11 show the density dierene, the order param-
eter at the enter of the trap, and the imbalaned on-
densate fration from Eq. (22) as funtion of the polar-
ization for (kFas)
−1 = −0.50. The ritial polarization
is roughly Pc = 0.78 and the transition is reeted in a
rapid inrease in the density dierene in the enter of
the trap. Also the order parameter in the enter of the
trap drops rapidly. However, as the gures show, there
exists a narrow but nite polarization region (in this ase
for 0.75 < P < 0.78) where both the density dierene
and the gap have non-negligible values in the enter of
the trap. All data points are for fully onverged order pa-
rameter and density proles, satisfying the gap equation
with preision of 10−6. In addition, several points in the
plot have been alulated with dierent initial onditions
for the iteration.
The gures are in good qualitative agreement with the
experimental ondensate frations [17℄, showing the sud-
den onset of the density dierene at the enter of the
trap when the ondensate fration drops to zero. The
ore polarized superuid manifests itself as a weak re-
vival of the ondensate fration as shown in Fig. 12. In
other words, a nite ondensate fration o-exists with a
nite entral density dierene. Although the qualitative
agreement with the experimental results in [17℄ is good,
higher experimental auray as well as extending our
11
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Figure 11: The ondensate fration, density dierene, and
the order parameter as a funtion of polarization P obtained
for 18000 atoms. The interation strength is (kFa)
−1 =
−0.50.
alulations to nite temperatures is needed for quanti-
tative omparison, espeially regarding the small window
for the ore polarized superuid. Sine the ondensate
fration is small in the interesting transition region, bet-
ter signatures of the polarized FFLO-type superuid may
be provided by the entral gap, and by the dip in the en-
tral density dierene as disussed above, provided that
temperature dependene is also arefully investigated.
D. Contribution of dierent harmoni osillator
states in pairing
We studied the origin of the osillations in the BdG
order parameter by onsidering whih trap shells (quan-
tum number n) are involved in pairing in the enter of
the trap, i.e. for quantum number l = 0. As shown in
Fig. 13, for zero polarization P = 0, the pairing involves
0-2 neighboring shells, i.e. is peaked at n− n′ = 0, with
onsiderable weight until n−n′ = 2 due to strong intera-
tions. For small polarization P = 0.1 the peak is shifted,
but the weight is still very muh on the same n−n′ as for
P = 0, whih results to only minor modiation of the
order parameter prole. However, for large polarization
P ≃ 0.75, when the osillations of the order parameter
appear also in the enter of the trap, the pairing is peaked
at nonzero n−n′ ∼ 11. Therefore, for large polarizations
the state learly resembles the FFLO state where pair-
ing is predominantly between momentum states k − k′
determined by the mismath of the Fermi surfaes (in
our example P ≃ 0.75 means a mismath of the Fermi
surfaes of about n− n′ ∼ 11). We have found that this
behavior is not due to small partile number, in ontrast,
it beomes more lear for larger partile numbers.
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Figure 12: The ore polarized superuid region for 9000 atoms
(kFas)
−1 = −0.50.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we have shown that FFLO-type osil-
lations appear in a trapped polarized Fermi-gas and,
for large polarization, extend to the enter of the trap
thereby realizing a non-BCS superuid at zero temper-
ature. These results were obtained by BdG alulations
using harmoni osillator eigenstates and partile num-
bers up to 100000. We have also made a omparison to
the results given by loal density approximation.
The FFLO-type osillations of the order parameter ap-
pear on the BCS side of the BCS-BEC rossover. When
the interation strength is inreased, the polarization re-
quired for the existene of the osillations grows. On the
BEC side, no osillating order parameter was found. The
saling analysis for the penetration depth of the osilla-
tions shows that their harateristi length sale stays
onstant when the partile number is inreased. There-
fore the harateristi length sale relative to the atom
loud sale (given by RTF) dereases very slowly, ∝ N1/6.
The features presented here should thus be observable
even for ondensate sizes orresponding to present-day
experiments. RF-spetrosopy was proposed in our ear-
lier work [21℄ for deteting the gapless exitations related
to the nodes of the order parameter as a signature of the
FFLO-type osillations. The rst experiments using RF-
spetrosopy in investigating imbalaned gases were re-
ently done [50℄. Moreover, the dip in the entral density
dierene ould provide a signature of the ore polarized
superuid, as well as the simultaneous measurement of
the gap and the density dierene in the enter of the
trap.
The results presented here have an interesting onne-
tion to superondutor-ferromagnet interfae eets. For
future work, it is fasinating to think about the free-
dom that the ultraold gases oer in terms of designable
trapping geometries and other parameters: one should
be able to systematially study this kind of eets from
the limit of having large superuid and polarized normal
state (ferromagnet) regions and a small interfae, to the
12
Figure 13: (olor online) The gap at the enter of the trap (the
part of the gap for the quantum number l = 0 ) as funtion
of the dierene in radial quantum number ∆n for dierent
values of the polarization and for N = 18000. For inreasing
polarization the mainly intra-shell and nearest-neighbor-shell
pairing indiated by the entral peak (at P = 0 ) diminishes
and a seondary peak appears for large ∆n whih indiate
the inreasing importane of inter-shell pairing between shell
states having an energy separation of order determined by the
mismath of Fermi energies.
limit where the interfae, superuid, and normal state are
all of omparable size and novel mesosopi phenomena
may be found.
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